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ABSTRACT

Introduction

Nursing staffing levels in hospitals appear to be associated with improved patient outcomes. National guidance indicates that the triangulation of information from workforce planning and deployment technologies (WPTs) (e.g. the Safer Nursing Care Tool) and ‘local knowledge’ is important for managers to achieve appropriate staffing levels for better patient outcomes. Although WPTs provide managers with predictive information about future staffing requirements, ensuring patient safety and
quality care also requires the consideration of information from other sources in real-time. Yet little attention has been given to how to support managers to implement WPTs in practice. Given this lack of understanding, this evidence synthesis is designed to address the research question: Managers’ use of WPTs and their impacts on nurse staffing and patient care: what works, for whom, how and in what circumstances?

**Methods and analysis**

To explain how WPTS may work and in what contexts, we will conduct a realist evidence synthesis through sourcing relevant evidence, and consulting with stakeholders about the impacts of WPTs on health and relevant public service fields. The review will be in four phases over 18 months. Phase 1, we will construct an initial theoretical framework that provides plausible explanations of what works about WPTs. Phase 2: evidence retrieval, review and synthesis guided by the theoretical framework; phase 3: testing and refining of programme theories, to determine their relevance; phase 4: formulating actionable recommendations about how WPTs should be implemented in clinical practice.

**Ethics and dissemination**

Ethical approval has been gained from the study’s institutional sponsors. Ethical review from the NHS is not required; however Research and Development permissions will be obtained. Findings will be disseminated through stakeholder engagement and knowledge mobilisation activities. The synthesis will develop an explanatory programme theory of the implementation and impact of nursing WPTs, and practical guidance for nurse managers.
Strengths and Limitations

- The review will address the gap in the evidence about the implementation of nursing workforce planning technologies.
- The realist approach will allow a review of the complexity surrounding the management challenges in workforce planning.
- There will be strong stakeholder engagement to ensure findings have relevance for management practice.
- The relevant literature is diffuse and will require expertise in information science of a realist approach to evidence.
INTRODUCTION

Evidence suggests that nursing staffing levels in hospitals are associated with patient outcomes. An important task for nursing managers is to triangulate information from workforce planning and deployment technologies (WPTs) with their ‘local knowledge’ of what is required to achieve appropriate staffing levels for better patient outcomes. Examples of WPTs include the Safer Nursing Care Tool (SNCT), the NHS England Mental Health Safer Staffing Framework, the Scottish Workload and Workforce Planning learning toolkit, the Welsh Adult Acute Nursing Acuity and Dependency Tool, and the Canadian RN/RPN utilization toolkit. Evaluation of WPTs has focused predominantly on their development and predictive reliability. However, little knowledge exists about how the implementation of WPTs is effective (or not) in managing the nursing workforce in the real world, and how they work to support safe patient care. How WPTs are used and interpreted may vary in different organisational contexts. There may also be other more subtle, currently untapped, resources and capacities in the workforce that managers may be using to support the evaluation and deployment of nurse staffing to impact on patient care.

Managing the nursing workforce in the UK generally uses a mix of top-down approaches (e.g. benchmarking tools), bottom-up (e.g. modelling), or consensus approaches, which are reliant on judgement and intuition for determining nursing requirements. The recent Carter Review for NHS England identified Nursing Care Hours per Patient Day as a calculation method to be adopted by acute hospital services. In this evidence synthesis, we are interested in the full range of global WPTs that support workforce planning, including those which estimate nursing
resources (numbers and/or skill-mix); patient needs/dependency/acuity; nursing activity/workload; and the quality and safety of nursing care singly; or more usually in combination. Estimates of nursing care intensity may be based on:

- Patient profiles: descriptions of patient types, associated with needs.
- Critical Indicators of Care – different levels of care used to classify patients.
- Task based approaches – e.g. Nursing Information System for Change Management.

We will use a realist approach to explain the implementation and impacts of WPTs; looking at responses to workforce resource deployment within different contexts.

Workforce planning occurs in health settings characterised by fluctuating demands and requirements, and managers play key and challenging roles in complex decision-making around the nursing workforce. Whilst having the potential to inform workforce modelling and establishment setting, WPTs provide a crude prediction of (some) workforce resource requirements. However, they may not reflect real-time resource delivery, which can be eroded by a wide range of factors\(^6\). In addition, these approaches may miss the more subtle, human resources in the workforce, such as individual’s (including managers’) capacities and capabilities; which can be identified and repositioned to ensure the greatest impact on care quality.

Although correlational links have been made between higher nurse staffing level and some patient safety outcomes, such as falls and missed nursing care\(^10\), little attention has been paid to supporting the implementation of WPTs in clinical practice. The review will fill a gap in the evidence-base by focusing on understanding what works for whom, why and in what contexts. We will investigate WPTs that are
currently utilised within different healthcare organisations, to identify and explain what particular features about them are more likely to (or not) promote better quality care for patients. We are interested in how and why WPTs may operate to guide efficient and effective deployment of nursing workforce resources. The findings from this evidence synthesis will equip nursing managers and organisations with guidance to effectively implement WPTs. As far as we aware, this would be the first evidence synthesis to address this important issue.

BACKGROUND

NHS organisations have a responsibility to ensure nurse staffing is sufficient for the provision of safe and high quality care for patients\(^2\). Wales is the first country in the UK to legislate a Nurse Staffing Levels Act, but the impact of this is yet to be evaluated\(^{11}\). WPTS have the potential to ensure safe nurse staffing provision, however NICE guidance highlights that insufficient evidence is currently available to show the impact of using particular WPTs\(^{12}\). Whilst there has been progress in developing more comprehensive staff mix decision-making tools, there are still gaps in the evidence to show how tools and processes take account of different factors across patient groups, staff groups and organisational systems\(^{13}\). There is insufficient evidence to show links between tools and approaches to assess nurse staffing and patient outcomes\(^{12}\). Current evidence focuses on acute care\(^{14}\), and most research to date is from North America\(^{15}\). Additionally, the uptake and implementation of WPTs appears to vary across organisations\(^5\).
Whilst there are a considerable number of WPTs available to determine nurse staffing requirements, it is imperative to ensure their accuracy as a basis for resource allocation. It is acknowledged that the use of WPTs must take into account the factors which can influence their effectiveness, including changes in patient acuity, structural characteristics and organisational systems. The Shelford Group state: “no national workforce tool can incorporate all factors and so combining methods (triangulation) is recommended to arrive at optimal staffing levels. This should include quantitative assessments such as those encapsulated in the SNCT and other more qualitative and professional judgement methods to increase confidence in recommended staffing levels and provide balanced assurance” (p3). This reinforces that the impact of WPTs will be shaped by their real-time implementation, and through the capabilities and capacities of managers. It highlights managers’ leadership role in seeking out and triangulating additional information to appropriately manage nursing resources. Furthermore, the contingencies on which the information that WPTs provide, may successfully influence clinical and organisational changes, given the continuing dynamics of healthcare workforce reshaping.

Policy guidance indicates that a wide range of factors can mediate the impacts of WPTs, including: executive buy-in; staff involvement; and transparency in applying the outcomes of technology use and evaluation at the front-line. In this way, the use of WPTs will be dependent on context, may be transformative, and potentially change context; so making a simple ‘causal model’ of their action and impact problematic. For example, managers’ learning about workforce planning, observations of impacts of different WPTs, and improvements over time in the quality
of managers’ professional judgements around staffing, all may transform context through individual and organisational feedback loops, such as changing organisational-wide planning systems. However there is another narrative in the literature where professional judgements may become entrenched and uncritical over time 18.

Adopting a realist synthesis approach enables the consideration of additional contextual influences on the impact of workforce planning technologies, and at other levels within the healthcare system. For example, the impact of WPTs may also be variable and contingent on organisational and workforce flexibility; some influences may only emerge through implementation. These influences will be associated with the “complex interdependencies between nursing, midwifery and care staffing capacity and capability, and other parts of an organisation’s structure and functions” 2. This demonstrates how policy and practice around nurse staffing should be integrated with other aspects of organisational practice. Specifically, the use of WPTs should be conceived as part of a much broader and complex system of management practice to ensure quality and patient safety: “safe staffing relies on good management so that budgeted posts are filled, and deployed effectively, and the staff employed are available to work” (p5) 8. Moreover, it challenges those producing and reviewing evidence to understand this system complexity through more nuanced consideration of contextual influences on implementation and impact.
RESEARCH QUESTION AND AIMS

NHS Managers’ use of workforce planning and deployment technologies and their impacts on nurse staffing and patient care: what works, for whom, how and in what circumstances?

The main aims are:
1. To identify the different WPTs that could be used to deploy the nursing workforce resource in the NHS, paying attention to the ways in which they are assumed, and are observed to work in practice.
2. To explore the range of observed impacts of these technologies in different healthcare settings, and for other public services such as social work and policing, paying attention to contextual influences.
3. To investigate ways which can help NHS managers identify, deploy and evaluate the nursing workforce planning resource to have greatest impact on direct patient care.
4. To generate actionable recommendations for management practice and organisational strategy.
5. To contribute to the broader public debate about, and understanding of the nature of the nursing workforce, nursing work, the wider healthcare workforce, and the quality of patient care.

THEORETICAL TERRITORY

A realist synthesis has been designed as it is considered to be appropriate approach to answer the synthesis question and aims. Realist synthesis draws on a heterogeneous evidence-base to establish whether interventions work or not, how, in
what contexts and for whom\textsuperscript{19, 20}. It offers the potential to provide practical solutions to, and/or explanations about, challenging problems and issues.

Realist synthesis methodology is located within a critical realist view of causality in the social world \textsuperscript{21}. Within this realist synthesis the analytical task is to construct, test and refine a programme theory of causal explanations about what works about WPTs. These causal explanations are expressed as plausible hypothesis, or relationships between context, mechanisms, and outcomes (C-M-O) to show how certain contexts have triggered mechanisms to generate an observed outcome pattern. The C-M-O framework can draw on mid-range theories to explain how programmes work, or not, through examining patterns (demi-regularities) of outcomes for particular contexts \textsuperscript{19}. The approach is based on negotiation between stakeholders and reviewers, so stakeholder engagement is high \textsuperscript{19} and contributes towards the formulation and refinement of programme theories \textsuperscript{20, 22}. Conventional, Cochrane-style systematic reviews tend to focus on evidence of effectiveness with narrowly focussed questions; in contrast, the realist approach has the potential to unpack complex, contextually contingent issues, such as in the case of this proposal about WPTs.

Realist syntheses are theory-driven. The synthesis is designed to will test a programme theory, capturing the complexity of interactions to offer an explanatory account of how WPTs work. An initial theoretical framework will be developed, informed by a scoping review of the evidence and consultation with stakeholders. The framework will provide a provisional (hypothetical) explanation of what works and the impact of WPTs by investigating literature and evidence from separate but
interlinked disciplines, around two theory areas: the elements of workforce planning themselves and their implementation (See Box 1):

Box 1

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Elements of Workforce planning</th>
<th>Implementation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>• The identification of patient needs and acuity 23,24</td>
<td>• Technology adoption 34</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• The nature of nursing work 25</td>
<td>• Professional decision-making and judgement 35</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Scope of workforce planning (e.g. reflecting integrated care and skill mix changes) 26,27</td>
<td>• Organisational and other contextual influences affecting the implementation of learning and practices 36-38</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Contracting and rostering practices 28-31</td>
<td>• Organisational learning and knowledge management 39</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Deployment, skill mix and nursing workload tools 8</td>
<td>• Implementation and Knowledge Mobilisation 40-42</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Strategic management and human resources for health 32,33</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We are interested in identifying the full range of potential WPTs impacts, and which may extend beyond healthcare. These impacts may also relate to evidence about workforce (e.g. staff satisfaction) and organisation theories (e.g. organisational learning). Different impacts from WPTS will be noted on a continuum, ranging from conceptual, instrumental or direct from recognition, knowledge and understanding, attitudes and insights, to changes in managers’ and organisational behaviour 43.
METHODS

Through following recognised reporting frameworks \(^{14}\) and the stages of realist synthesis \(^{19,20}\) the synthesis will be conducted in 4 phases over 18 months

1. Programme theory development.
2. Evidence search, retrieval, review and extraction.
3. Programme theory testing and refinement through evidence synthesis.
4. Development of actionable recommendations.

Whilst these phases are described sequentially, in practice there is considerable overlap between them. However, stakeholder engagement is embedded throughout. The study advisory group will guide on policy and organisational engagement. Members of the group will include senior representatives from health, social care and public services with high level experience of workforce planning design and delivery. Additionally patient and public involvement representatives (PPI) are recruited to the project team to inform programme theory development, interpretation and dissemination of findings. Throughout the study’s lifespan, generated knowledge will be mobilised through the use of social media, engagement and dissemination activities.

Phase 1: Programme theory development

We will construct the review’s initial programme theory from the underpinning evidence in consultation with stakeholders. To develop an understanding of the
complexity of the contexts in which systems and technologies are used, we will draw on soft systems thinking to structure two co-production workshops with nursing managers and other stakeholders. We will also plan to conduct interviews with a purposive sample of nursing managers to build on the information from the co-production workshops, and ensure we have captured variations in workforce planning systems across organisational settings and health services. The resulting initial programme theory will provide an initial explanation of the complexity of using WPTs for evaluation within the review.

Phase 2: Evidence retrieval, data extraction and evidence synthesis

In phase 2, we will search for relevant evidence related to nursing WPTs to test and refine the programme theory. The process will involve screening evidence for relevance, data extraction and charting. The realist approach enables emerging findings to be tested across one body of literature to another, to determine if other literatures offer transferable understanding on context and mechanisms, which are transferable. We will target evidence specific to the nursing workforce in the first instance, across hospital, community and third sector care in the context of UK and comparable health systems. This will be complemented by further searches to test the impacts of WPTs in related service fields; for example social care and policing, where there may be comparable workforce planning requirements.

Search strategy

A realist approach offers the opportunity to explore an eclectic range of the evidence. To ensure relevance our search will be limited from 1983 to current date. This year saw the commission of the NHS Management Inquiry to evaluate methods of
estimating staffing levels, and the classification of workload analysis approaches by the Operational Research Service of the then Department of Health and Social Security\textsuperscript{16}. We intend to include material indexed in the major health and related databases, including the following: Medline, CINAHL, HMIC, PubMed and Cochrane library. Keywords will be developed from previous systematic reviews and adapted for each information source. The search terms of workforce planning systems and technologies will be constructed from a mix of database specific 'keywords'. Additional search terms will enable concentration on issues of utilisation, implementation and impact. The search references will be augmented by searches for generic quality improvement and organisational development programmes which make specific reference to workforce planning. We will also conduct internet searches for grey literature, such as workforce planning project reports related to national and local initiatives and seek evaluative information on these initiatives. We will use snowballing techniques and cluster searching\textsuperscript{46} and draw on the expertise of the advisory group to ensure that evidence of relevance will not be missed.

Inclusion and exclusion criteria

Our search strategy will be purposive to test the programme theory and inform C-M-O refinement. We will use a systematic process to determining relevance developed in a current realist synthesis\textsuperscript{47}. Consistent with Pawson’s suggestion\textsuperscript{19}, the test for inclusion will be:

- Linkage with programme theory and explanatory potential
- Discernible ‘nuggets’ of evidence within the source material
- Evidence of trustworthiness
We will include reports of WPTs, including workforce planning; workforce measurement; workforce management; patient acuity; patient dependency; staffing ratios; professional judgement and skill mix. We will also search for evidence on settings, recognising the shifting patterns of healthcare and the importance of enabling patient flow and quality across systems of care.

In a realist synthesis, evidence is only excluded if it does not relate to, or inform the development of the programme theory; however in this review we will not include evidence that has limited transferability to the NHS, such as nursing workforce issues within low income countries. We will only include evidence generated from different international contexts in comparable health systems. Discrepancies in opinions on the relevance of evidence will be resolved through discussion amongst the project team.

Data extraction

In a realist evidence synthesis bespoke data extraction forms are developed, to guide the decision-making process \(^{19}\). Based on the programme theory of WPTs we will develop a bespoke extraction form, to interrogate the theories and extract data only if the evidence meets the test of relevance for the programme theory. A selection of included data will be validated by a second member of the team.

Synthesis

Relationships between Mechanisms, Contexts and Outcomes will be analysed from the extracted information. We will follow an approach to synthesis formulated from
our previous experience of realist synthesis and which builds on Pawson’s suggestions and the principles of realist enquiry. This involves organising extracted data into evidence tables to represent the different bodies of literature. Using abduction and retroduction across the evidence tables, we aim to reconceptualise WPTs from different angles to identify underlying structures and emerging demi-regularities (patterns) around plausible C-M-Os, seeking confirming and disconfirming evidence. These demi-regularities will be linked to develop programme theory which provides an explanation of the implementation, utilisation and impacts of WPTs.

The resultant hypotheses act as synthesised statements of findings around which a narrative can be developed, summarising the nature of the context, mechanism and outcome links, and the specific characteristics of the evidence underpinning them. Outputs will include a comprehensive evidence-base relevant to WPTs to support a set of hypotheses to be refined in Phase 3.

**Phase 3: Testing and refining the programme theory**

To refine the programme theory, with accompanying evidence-based narrative, we will conduct up to 10 semi-structured audio-recorded telephone interviews with a purposive sample of NHS nursing workforce and other managers. This will provide different perspectives relevant to the review question, including different national contexts, and service settings. An interview schedule will be developed based on the findings from the synthesis process to elicit stakeholder’s views on their resonance, and ensure trustworthiness of the resultant programme theory. Additionally the PPI representatives will be asked to assess the relevance of the mechanism-context-
outcome threads (i.e. hypotheses) from a service user perspective. This activity will be undertaken on an on-going basis by view of their involvement on the project team and the advisory group.

**Phase 4: Actionable recommendations**

Within this phase, we will engage with the advisory group including PPI members, to develop a set of actionable recommendations and an evidence informed framework of what works for whom, and in what context with the implementation and use of WPTs. We will achieve this via meetings and teleconferences, and via a knowledge mobilisation event with a group of stakeholders to ensure the recommendations we develop are both pertinent and actionable.

**ETHICAL ISSUES**

The interviews conducted as part of phase 1 and 3 will be undertaken with staff and ethical approval has been secured from the study’s sponsor Bangor University. Ethical review from the NHS is not required, however local Research and Development permissions will be gained before access to site.

**PROJECT OUTPUTS**

Using our synthesis findings, we will recommend a series of improvement resources and support for managers in this aspect of their work, including:
• A final research report, utilising vignettes of different examples / case studies to illustrate findings, and a framework for managers around workforce planning for skills development and learning.
• An executive summary of the final report for briefing managers.
• A lay summary of the final report, as a separate report for the public.
• A benchmarking or quality assurance framework for workforce planning interventions and their implementation.
• 2 open access publications: 1) a review protocol, and 2) a findings paper that sets out an implementation plan of nursing workforce planning systems and technologies across all care sectors.
• A conference presentation at a UK national conference.
• A YouTube animation of the main findings, including a discussion with stakeholders about their relevant to practice and policy.
• Open access articles in professional and academic journals

The project website and twitter account will provide a real-time report of progress.

Specifically the study will provide:

1) A description of the nursing WPTS that have been used and evaluated for improving the quality of nursing care. This will explain how they work and their intended and unintended outcomes, therefore facilitating managers and policy makers to gain an understanding of the range of technologies available, and the key assumptions on how they are supposed to work.

2) An explanatory account of the impact of contextual influences on the effective use of technologies in ensuring efficiency in the management of the nursing resource. The influence of context is critical to the outcomes programmes achieve. The
synthesis will provide managers and policy makers with the detailed information required to address local contextual issues.

3) An evidence-informed framework addressing what works for whom and in what context in relation to WPTs for improving the quality of nursing care. This could be used by organisations to improve this aspect of the management role through facilitation of the identification of suitable professional development strategies to improve implementation and impact. Our stakeholder engagement means that managers will be able to co-produce these development strategies with the project team.

DISCUSSION

Nursing input is essential for high quality patient care. This synthesis is important for patients, families, nursing managers and organisations as the association between nurse staffing levels and patient outcomes is acknowledged as a political imperative. Recent high profile reports which focus on the association between nurse staffing and patient safety outcomes, and which associate insufficient nurse staffing numbers with compromised care make this issue an increasingly public imperative. Through this review we will answer questions that have practical relevance to service delivery and decision makers, including identifying the core ingredients of WPTS, how they should be implemented and what should be the expected impacts on organisational efficiency, care standards and quality.

Our findings have the potential to improve patient outcomes, although we recognise that to date, the links between WPTs use and important patient outcomes has not
been easy to explain. For example, there are gaps in the current evidence base that explains the mechanisms by which staffing levels directly impact on patient outcomes. There is limited information on which patient safety outcomes are appropriate to consider (and the credibility of case ascertainment); poor attention to risk adjustment; and little attention is generally paid to organisational factors which may mediate the link between the numbers of nurses and high quality care. It is therefore important that the synthesis is able to connect and provide clarity between these factors to provide information on which WPTS may work better in different contexts and why. Our work will be of direct benefit to health and social care services in providing a resource to inform development programmes for nursing managers to address the implementation of nursing WPTs.

Attention to implementation and the contextual influences on the impacts of WPTs will mean that barriers and enablers can be identified, and subsequently used to enhance managers’ professional judgments and decision-making processes. The development of theoretically informed statements about ‘what works’ in workforce planning within different contexts will increase the transferability of research outputs; the findings from the review will likely be of interest beyond health.
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